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envoy enterprises is pleased to present “Blue, Bluer, Orange Blues,” a group show featuring the 
work of Augusto Arbizo, Matteo Callegari, Tom Friedman, David Giansante, Brandon Herman, 
Clint Jukkala, and Francesco Russo. 
 
Painting and photography are increasingly hybrid practices. Many artists today employ 
conceptually cavalier strategies when using traditional media in order to introduce an 
interruption or experiential schism within a static, modernist form. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 
Abstraction is ripe for this kind of deconstruction. And, as the artists in this show illustrate, 
painting and photography are often springboards into the creation of altogether different objects. 
 
Tom Friedman’s famously careful and obsessive use of everyday material to create a 
profoundly formal mediation is exemplified here with a drawing made using only transparent glue 
on construction paper. As an homage to artists, as well as a critique and an extension of his 
curatorial practice, Augusto Arbizo gathers an advertisement from a past issue of Artforum and 
brings it to life again by recycling the image as the surface for an intricate Rorschach. Brandon 
Herman’s photograph of a video still transforms an expansive silhouetted night sky landscape 
into an almost shaken snow globe experience of dreamtime. Matteo Callegari’s playful and  
disjunctive approach to minimalism smiles at us and itself, in a sense, courtesy of a broken 
wooden line attached atop a thickly painted field of blue. Clint Jukkala’s painting proceeds from 
the Modernist tradition of geometric abstraction, but raises it to a fever pitch with its intensity of 
color and complexity of form. David Giansante’s undulating sensualist works also utilize 
intensely saturated palettes, but are often activated by unexpected impasto elements overlaid 
upon smoothly-rendered surfaces. Functioning almost as a kind of alien signage, or enlarged 
cryptic buttons, Francesco Russo’s paintings employ the compositional strategies of graphic 
design and marry them to the aesthetics of the hand-painted object. 

 
 

 

 


